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LIVE IN LIGHT OF YOUR FAMILY NAME
1 John 2:12-17

I have a friend who grew up as a child in one of Greenville’s
more significant and wealthy families. As a result, his life was always
under the microscope. The news, as well as the gossipers, are
typically looking for something to print or report about the families
of leaders. A few years ago, I attended the funeral of Mark’s mother.
At the funeral, Mark’s son Christopher eulogized his grandmother.
He said something along the line of, “Grandmother would often ask
me where I was going with my friends and what we planned to do.
She would always leave me with this warning, ‘Don’t do anything
that you would be ashamed to see printed on the front page of The
Greenville News.’” That is where juicy stuff about significant
families tends to wind up. 

If you are a born again Christian, you have been adopted into
the most significant family in the history of the universe. Indeed, your
Father created everything for His own purposes and glory. Because
that is true, your Father’s enemies are always sneaking around
looking for dirt to publish about His kids. In fact, His adversary is
your adversary. He is the devil who sneaks around like a lion looking
for an opportunity to take you down. Satan hates your Father and so
he hates you. He loves to find opportunity to take the latest scandal
about your and my foolish choices and display them before our
Father. 

John wrote this letter to encourage us, to challenge us, to remind
us who we are and to order our lives in light of who we are. In the
previous section of the letter, we saw a stark contrast drawn between
those who live in the light of Jesus Christ and those who live in the
darkness of sin. Those who live in the light of Christ’s truth prove
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they live in the light of truth by loving other Christians. Those who
live in the darkness of sin and Satan’s lies cannot truly love
Christians.

Having thought through that contrast, is it possible that a person
might begin to wonder if he or she is walking in the light or walking
in darkness? Certain parts of John’s letter draw lines so plainly and
bluntly that it is possible for a genuine believer to begin to doubt his
or her salvation. Because of that possibility, John narrowed his
challenge to real Christians at this point in the letter. His words now
point out that not all Christians are mature, super-Christians. We are
at various levels of spiritual growth. Nevertheless, we are truly
children of God. And being children of God, we should live like it.

Part of the reason doubts about family membership arise is
because members of God’s family might live like members of Satan’s
family. Satan’s family makes up the bulk of the citizens of the whole
world at any time in history. If we try to be acceptable to the world,
try to live according to the world’s norms, we will not look much like
children of God. To that end, John challenged us to remember that we
are God’s children and that God’s children have goals, desires, and
lifestyles that are in conflict with the rest of the world.

You Are Children of God (vv.12-14).

Why are verses twelve through fourteen arranged the way they
are? In many English translations of the Bible this section is set off
in an appearance of poetry or the like. The Greek text lends itself to
this kind of arrangement. It is possible that the reason for this odd
arrangement is because of the way John addressed the true Christians
by three different titles. These are not categories of physical age, but
characteristics of various levels of spiritual growth. His format was
to address each of these groups twice, and, after the mention of the
particular group, he gave a characteristic of that group. That explains
the unique format.

First, John addressed children. I am writing to you, little
children, because your sins are forgiven for his name’s sake (v.12).
He also wrote, I write to you, children, because you know the Father
(v.13c). 
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We need to understand the character of children in order to
understand why John used this word to describe some Christians.
Notice that John used two different words to describe them. First, he
called them little children (v.12). In the strictest sense teknion is a
term used for little children, maybe like toddlers in a nursery setting.
However, every time the word appears in the New Testament, it
speaks in endearing terms of young Christians or vulnerable
Christians or precious Christians. John uses the word eight of the nine
times it shows up in the New Testament, and Paul used it once the
same way in Galatians 4:19. 

Why did he use that word? On one hand, John might have been
80 years old when he wrote this. To an 80 year old pastor, all the
people are children. In fact, John used the term “children or little
children” thirteen times just in this letter.

But then there is a different word that is simply translated
children (v.13c). Again John referred to the group of young,
immature Christians. This time he used the term paidion which
speaks of very young children like infants, the very vulnerable who
need protecting and growth. At the same time, this word speaks of a
child old enough to walk. It appears that was the age of a child when
Jesus, calling to him a child, he put him in the midst of them
(Matthew 18:2). This word is used less symbolically than “little
child” and more often refers to an actual child.

Nevertheless, this word is used in a spiritual sense to speak of
a young Christian that needs to grow. These are spiritual “children”
who are newly born in the faith who need to be fed with milk. Desire
God’s pure word as newborn babies desire milk. Then you will grow
in your salvation (1 Peter 2:2). These are also spiritual “children”
who should not still be immature, having failed to grow spiritually.
For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone
to teach you again the basic principles of the oracles of God. You
need milk, not solid food (Hebrews 5:12). 

Both categories (children and little children) are Christians but
some are without excuse for not growing. This group might well be
comparatively immature but growing Christians. Because they need
to grow, John offered assurance for children. He reminded them that
their sins are forgiven (v.12). This means that this group of people
are definitely born again. Their sins were sent away when they
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confessed them and trusted Christ’s finished work to pay for them.
The forgiveness already happened at some point in the past and has
continuing results in their lives.

Because their sins have been forgiven, these people have also
known the Father (v.13c). Through faith in Jesus Christ they have
come to know the Heavenly Father. This too speaks of a past activity
that has continuing results throughout life. The continuing result is
ongoing fellowship with God through which their knowledge
continues to grow. These people stand in contrast to the false teachers
who claimed to have special knowledge of God, but who, in reality,
walk in darkness. And they prove they walk in darkness because they
do not love other Christians. Children know they have been born
again.

Then John addressed “father” kind of people. I am writing to
you, fathers, because you know him who is from the beginning.
(v.13a). I write to you, fathers, because you know him who is from the
beginning (v.14a). What is the character of these father types? They
are the most spiritually mature among Christians. The “father” kind
of Christians have been born again for a long time. They have proven
for years that they walk in the light as Christ is in the light. They are
closer to the end of the journey. Almost without exception, this kind
of Christian is older. That is not to conclude that they are at the end
of life, but they are almost certainly quite experienced in fellowship
with Christ. 

John offered encouragement for fathers. But why did he say that
he is writing and then say that he has written? It is difficult to explain
why John switched from the present tense verb to a past tense verb.
There is no good explanation and it doesn’t really matter.

The fathers are characterized as “having known” Him who is
from the beginning. The phrase Him who is from the beginning might
be a reference to God the Father. Probably it is a reference to Christ
because one of the major arguments in this letter is concerning the
deity of Christ, His equality with the Father. But in the broadest sense
the phrase could even refer to the Trinity. The important matter is that
mature Christians came to know God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit
at a time in the past and it continues to impact their lives to the very
end. It reminds us that salvation is not a decision in the past that has
no lasting effect on life. Having come to know God intimately results
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in continuing experience in that knowledge. Indisputably, greater
knowledge of God results in greater conformity to His character.

Finally, there are “young men” kind of Christians. I am writing
to you, young men, because you have overcome the evil one (v.13b).
I write to you, young men, because you are strong, and the word of
God abides in you, and you have overcome the evil one (v.14b). 

Maybe the most obvious character trait of young men is their
strength. Thus, John said of these Christians, “You are strong”
(v.14b). The Greek word speaks of a young man, either a youth or a
young adult. The emphasis of this word generally points to the
strength and virility of the person. This group of Christians would be
known for their spiritual strength.

The spiritually young or middle-aged people will bear the brunt
of Satan’s attack in the church. Satan’s minions may not bother the
older “father” kind of Christian because they are on their way out.
Also, the older Christians have fought many spiritual battles and have
learned how to have victory. The strong, younger Christians are the
main target of the adversary. They need to identify and defeat false
teaching because of its ramification for the future in the church. They
need to learn how to fight and win spiritual battles.

John encouraged the “young men” kind of Christians by
reminding them that they have overcome the evil one (v.13b). The
perfect tense verb means that these people have grasped the reality
that they have victory through Christ and sin no longer has dominion
over them. They are known for overcoming Satan, his workers, his
teachers, his testing and temptation.

There is a reason why Christians enjoy this kind of success, this
victory over sin and Satan. The word of God is remaining in you
(v.14a). Strong Christians are victorious because the word of God
remains in us. We do not identify error, defeat sin, experience
spiritual success by our own wisdom or determination. We know
error and avoid it because we rest on the truth of God’s word. When
God’s word is not remaining in our hearts, we will not grow
spiritually and we will often be victims of the evil one.

These words from John should still challenge the immature
Christian to grow in the grace that the Lord provides. They should
encourage the mature Christian to continue in the things they have
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learned about God in their fellowship with Him. And if we do, life
begins to look a lot like the will of God. 

Live According to Your Father’s Will (vv.15-17).

God’s rule that expresses His will in so many matters is very
simple: Do not love the world or the things in the world (v.15a). That
statement forces us to consider what the term “world” means. John
uses the word world 58 times in the Gospel; 18 times in 1-3 John; and
6 times in The Revelation. He uses the term almost as many times as
the rest of the New Testament writers put together. As John used the
word, he employed various meanings for world. 

John used the word world to mean three basically different
things. First, by the world John meant the universe. That is the most
basic meaning of the Greek word for world which is the same word
throughout this letter and in John’s Gospel. The word is kosmos
which first means ornament or decoration and from which comes the
English word cosmetic. When a person (preferably a woman) puts on
cosmetics, she is ornamenting or decorating which is supposed to
mean “make pretty.” The universe is God’s ornament. It should
inspire awe by its beauty and grandeur and, therefore, result in glory
to God. God created the universe to be His ornament. That is how
John used the word in John 1:10. He was in the world, and the world
was made through him, yet the world did not know him (John 1:10).

But a second way John uses the word world is to speak of
people. In that sense, the world can be a reference to all the people in
the world. That is how John used the word in maybe the most well
known verse in the Bible. “For God so loved the world, that he gave
his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but have
eternal life” (John 3:16). But in a similar way the world might be
certain kinds of people in the world. That is what John meant a few
verses before our text when he wrote concerning Jesus, He is the
propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only but also for the sins
of the whole world (1 John 2:2), Since the entire population of the
world will not be saved, this statement has to speak of those who are
as contrasted to those who are not.

The third way John uses the word world is to speak of the
system of the unregenerated people. This is the meaning of the term
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here in our text. The text does not prohibit Christians from loving the
universe that brings glory to God. And clearly the text does not warn
us not to love the people of the world because God actually requires
that in other passages. However, the unsaved people of the world,
being under the influence of Satan, have a system of thought, a
philosophy that creates a way of life that Christians ought to avoid
getting immersed in.

That is why John bluntly wrote, “Stop loving the world.” And
someone responds, “I don’t love the world. I just have to live here
and be normal.” Maybe we better take a moment and remind
ourselves of the meaning of love. We have often defined agapao kind
of love as the conscience decision to do the best for the recipient of
love even if it requires sacrifice. That definition works well for love
between individuals.

But what is the love an individual might express toward a
system of thought, a way of life? William Barclay defined it like this:
“It is to live a life which is dominated by the senses. It is to be
gluttonous in food; effeminate in luxury; slavish in pleasure; lustful
and lax in morals; selfish in the use of possessions; regardless of all
the spiritual values; extravagant in the gratification of worldly,
earthly and material desires. The flesh’s desire is regardless of the
commandments of God, the judgment of God, the standards of God
and the very existence of God.” (William Barclay, The Letters of
John and Jude, Philadelphia: The Westminister Press, 1976, p.57).

To love the world is to make the way of the world and the
things of the world your focus, your desire, your goal. Check to see
how much of what (time, money, energy) you sacrifice in order to
pursue what unregenerated people consider to be worthy. John says,
“Stop doing that.”  The present tense verb with a negative generally
means there is an activity going on that needs to come to an end.
Even people who know God, whose word is remaining in us, who
love Christ and whose sins are forgiven, struggle with loving the
world.

But John did not just tell us to stop loving the world and then
move on to another topic. Rather, he now gives us a good reason for
God’s rule. You can’t have your cake and eat it too. If anyone loves
the world, the love of the Father is not in him (v.15b). Complete love
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for the world indicates the person has no love for God. That cannot
be true for a Christian.

This principle plays out on various levels along the Christian
journey. There is an important lesson here for us. The world’s way is
so normal, so expected, so thoroughly entrenched, that often we do
not realize how much we desire it or love it. However, as we grow in
our relationship with Christ, as we grow to know God better, as His
word finds more and more obvious understanding in us, we identify
more and more things in our lives as “the world.” That is why older
Christians seem to fit less well in the world than younger Christians.
It is not just that older Christians are slipping out of the mainstream
as modernity passes them by. Rather, we choose to withdraw from the
mainstream of life because so much in the mainstream is in conflict
with our fellowship with our Lord in His word. 

Now John gives us the most sensible reason to stop loving the
world. The glitter of the world is passing away. For all that is in the
world – the desires of the flesh and the desires of the eyes and pride
in possessions – is not from the Father but is from the world (v.16).
The characteristics of the world are in conflict with our Father’s
characteristics. 

One of those areas of conflict is the desires of the flesh. Desires
are something longed for. If we long for greater knowledge of God,
closer fellowship with Christ, greater purity, those are good desires.
Here the problem is the desire of the flesh. The flesh, in this case, is
our natural sinful condition. The world system, the world’s way of
life, is driven by, consumed by, sinful desires.

The next two descriptions define such desires. A second area of
conflict with the world is the desires of the eyes. This means that we
see something and our sinful desires are awakened. We have to have
it. We usually convince ourselves that we “need” it. How deeply
ingrained is this sin in the world’s system? Take away this aspect of
the world’s way, and the advertising business ceases to exist. What
would happen if everyone who claims to be a Christian would avoid
or say, “No” to the desires of the eyes?

The third characteristic of the world is the pride in possessions.
This is the foundation or expression of sins like greed, envy, jealousy,
arrogance, boasting, pride and a host of other sins. The reason our
flesh craves what our eyes see is so that we can be better than the
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Joneses. The desires of the eyes drives us to keep up with the Joneses.
This characteristic of the world makes us want to outdo the Joneses
so we can boast about it. Listen carefully to the claims and even the
advertisements of Christian schools, ministries, churches, so-called
Christian businesses. They actually promote the desires of the flesh,
the desires of the eye, and boasting about what they accomplish –
and not for God’s glory as they claim!

John concluded that we must avoid these sins of our world’s
system because these things are not from our Father. This is not
spiritual wisdom. This is the plain, simply sin of the flesh working
out. Stop loving that because that kind of lifestyle is temporary. And
the world is passing away along with its desires, but whoever does
the will of God abides forever (v.17). Really. Why do we have to
remodel buildings, buy new cars, buy new clothes? Buildings, cars,
clothes and appliances wear out or pass away. Worse is that perfectly
good items are no longer acceptable and give us nothing to boast
about. Try to imagine someone so out of touch, so backward that they
have a flip phone that doesn’t even have wi-fi capability! By the way,
do you still use your 8 track tape player? Many of us can remember
when we just had to have one.

Here is God’s warning through John: The things of this world
are in the process of passing away right now. The people who make
up this way of life, this system are in the process of passing away
right now. I can vividly remember getting quite upset about the
leadership of former President Carter. In my opinion, he made some
of the most foolish and damaging decisions any president ever made.
The other day I saw a video of this very old, bent over, nearly dead
man. He and his policies are “has been.” He is no threat. He is and his
system are passing away. And the same can be said about many of the
stars and heroes of the past. Don’t give yourself to something
temporary.

And we end with God’s promise through John: but whoever
does the will of God abides forever (v.17). What are the passing
things, ideas, and people of this world compared to living in the
presence of the eternal God for eternity? The world and its way is
always changing because it is always passing away. God and His
word are changeless. Because we have come to know Him, because
His word is remaining in us, because He has forgiven our sins, we
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should be growing in Him. People who are growing to be like the
sinless Christ ought to be loving the sinful world less. Live like who
you are.
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